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1. OVERVIEWThe Okehampton area has a large water resource, due to the local microclimate that sees above average annualrainfall flowing into the West and East Okement rivers.  These rise within the area of the study, and flowthrough the town, where they join.Historically, Okehampton has used hydropower to great effect. The town was lit by hydroelectricity 120 yearsago and at that time had numerous mills; today Okehampton already benefits from hydropower with bothsmall and large private schemes.Figure 1 shows the study area, and highlights some historic or current hydropower sites.

FIGURE 1 SITES VISITED

1. Confluence of the East and West Okement2. Okement Centre Weir3. Clapps Mill Weir4. Town Mill5. Red-a-ven Brook6. Meldon Dam7. Town Mill Weir
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Okehampton is fortunate to have so many potential hydro sites in such a small geographical area. The mapshown in Error! Reference source not found. is by no means an exhaustive list of sites visited or possiblehydropower sites; there are many more, including at least ten historical mill sites within the area.This survey describes the confluence of the East and West Okement, and then reviews the catchment, andexamined sites, of the two rivers in turn.
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2. CONFLUENCE OF THE EAST AND WEST OKEMENTThe confluence of the East and West Okement takes place amid rapids within a ravine five metres deep. Thismeans that flooding on either side of the river is unlikely but does have the disadvantage that it makes ittechnically challenging to physically survey or install hydropower equipment.At the confluence, the river is draining a large area of the northern side of the moor and therefore the flows arehigh at times. The peak flows (particularly after a dry spell) are offset to a degree by the Meldon reservoir, as itretains water and abstracts some for domestic and commercial supply.

FIGURE 2 CATCHMENT AT POINT OF EAST AND WEST OKEMENT CONFLUENCEAt the point of the confluence, the river has a large volumetric flow and is on a moderately steep course. Itwould be a good location to seek to install a hydropower system, although any installation would be hamperedby the deep cutting through which the river runs, which would make the installation slightly more costly thanwould otherwise be the case. 4
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3. EAST OKEMENT CATCHMENT AND SITES

FIGURE 3 EAST OKEMENT CATCHMENTThe catchment area for the East Okement can be seen in Figure 3. It covers an area on the north face of themoor that tends to benefit from high rainfall. There are also many small springs and risings that contribute tothe flow, making it an ideal catchment for hydropower.The river runs past the old fertiliser mill site where it is joined by the flow from the tail race of Town Mill,which has an abstraction licence of 85 litres per second.The river runs past the back of Mill Street car park where there is an Environment Agency river gauging stationand associated weir. The water falls significantly from the weir down to the East Bridge over a relatively shortdistance.When assessing a river in a built up area, it is very useful to the measure the altitude at different points, andshow the fall on a graph.  The steeper the graph the more potential there is for hydropower because the changein altitude can be exploited with less infrastructure and thus more economically. These measurements weretaken for the East Okement as it passes through Okehampton.  Figure 4 shows the measuring points, and Figure5 the resulting graph.The fall in the East Okement as it passes through the town can be seen by examining Figures 4 and 5 together.The first shows the points at which altitude was measured, and the second provides the graph showing the fall
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between points.  The graph is most interesting, showing a fall of 33 metres within less than a kilometre. This isunusual for a town in southern England.  It points to a considerable resource.

FIGURE 4 EAST OKEMENT ALTITUDE MEASUREMENT POINTS

FIGURE 5 EAST OKEMENT FALL OVER DISTANCEThe importance of the resource is underscored by the fact that it has been exploited in several places in thepast.  Some of those sites are reviewed here. 6
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3.1 OKEMENT CENTRE WEIRThe Okement Centre weir is still fulfilling its function diverting water from the East Okement just after the EastBridge and returning to the East Okement halfway between the East Bridge and the confluence of the East andWest Okement rivers.  There is no water wheel in place today so the water re-enters the river in a waterfall.

FIGURE 6 OKEMENT CENTRE WATERFALLThe height of the waterfall is around 2.4 metres (8 feet) so it is a viable proposition for hydropower providing:
 The site’s abstraction licence can be increased from the current 10,000 litres per day limit.
 The water at the bottom of the waterfall does not back up too much, as this would sap energyproduction and cause undue wear on equipment.
 The weir and leat could be repaired economically.
 The turbine installation could be undertaken in a cost effective manner, allowing a return on theinvestment for a community group financing the works.If the above conditions are met, then a turbine of up to 10kW could be installed theoretically, however it islikely that the Environment Agency would be reluctant to grant an abstraction licence permitting a turbine ofthis size. A 5kW turbine around half this size would be more likely to receive consent.The next step would be to undertake a detailed survey of the weir and leat when the river is at Q95 (low flow).If they are found to be in good condition, then an application could be made to increase the abstractionpermitted by the Environment Agency.
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3.2 MILL ROAD WEIR

FIGURE 7 MILL ROAD WEIRThe head available in this location is between two and four metres, depending on how far downstream themeasurement is taken.  There are several options, because the weir is followed by a series of artificial andnatural steps, installed and retained to aid fish migration.In Figure 7, the old leat can be seen at the top of the image. This travels a short distance down the weir but it isforeshortened and does not protrude beyond the weir. A century ago, this leat powered a saw mill at BridgeHouse at the East Bridge. Today, with a little ingenuity, it could form part of a modern run of a riverhydropower scheme. There is enough head and flow for a reasonable size turbine, and the power producedcould be sold to a number of local businesses.3.3 TOWN MILLTown Mill is located on Mill Street in the centre of the town. It is a historic flour mill, set high above the river.This required a long leat, which is unusual for a historic mill, adding considerably to the construction cost. It ispossible that this extra height was necessary at the time of construction in order to prevent flooding, and theriver has since been engineered to prevent this possibility.Town Mill used to have two water wheels; one now remains on the outside of the building; of the other, onlythe wheel pit remains.  In 2010, a turbine (Figure 8) was installed in this wheel pit, to utilise the water that stillflows to the mill.This was a significant undertaking and should have provided many years of reliable renewable electricity. Theturbine performed well, delivering around 2kW of electricity at the abstraction licence limit. However, therewere some noise complaints from the nearby neighbours and, after efforts to sound proof the enclosure weredeemed insufficient, it was decided to decommission the turbine until a solution could be found that wouldresult in harmonious relations with the people living locally. Relocating the turbine could be such a solution.There is an opportunity to relocate the turbine closer to the river and, in doing so, increase the head of wateravailable and thus the power output of the turbine.  Initial indications suggest that the head available could bedoubled from 5 to 10 metres, which should double the power output to 4kW.
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FIGURE 8 TOWN MILL TURBINEIt has been suggested that, to achieve this, the old water wheel tail race could be used as a conduit for a PVCpipe attached to the current penstock, which would then pass under a neighbouring property and under theroad, before emerging in the old Fertiliser Mill site and flowing down to the river.  This appears to betechnically feasible, however it does raise a number of issues as outlined below:1) There is no turbine house next to the river. The land next to the river is understood to be owned byWest Devon Borough Council, therefore an agreement to lease some ground for a turbine house wouldhave to be reached between the community group and the council.  The council is keen to transferassets to community use where appropriate.2) The turbine house would require planning permission, but this would be relatively straightforward asthe adjoining site is currently derelict, and the size of the turbine house would be modest ,so it shouldbe unobtrusive.3) A 4kW turbine is small.  A community ownership model might well depend upon it forming part of alarger portfolio, in order to cover the costs of a share issue, operating the community benefit society,and providing a return to investors and the community.4) The suggested route from the wheel pit to the river is a small confined space; whether a 300mm orlarger pipe could be passed through the space is not yet known. Anecdotal evidence suggests that it can,but this has not been possible to verify.5) The existing cross flow turbine would be need to be suitable for the increased pressure induced by alinear increase in power output from the turbine.  This requires confirmation from the manufacturer.6) A lease would be required between the mill owner and the community group granting the water rightsand a wayleave. Both sides are willing to reach such an agreement, provided the installation generatesenough profit to provide both a reasonable rent to the mill owner and return to investors and thecommunity.7) The turbine would have to be considered new by Ofgem, if the relocated turbine is to get the Feed inTariff. It has never received the FiT in its current location and is in “as new” condition, so this shouldnot be a problem if the original installer is involved. It would be wise to obtain a written statementregarding the position before embarking upon development.8) A customer for the power produced from the relocated turbine would be required. There are severalpossibilities, including the nearby college, but the cost of cabling will need to be taken into account.
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4. WEST OKEMENT CATCHMENT AND SITES

FIGURE 9 WEST OKEMENT CATCHMENTThe West Okement catchment contains a large area of high moorland which benefits from high annualprecipitation rates.  The catchment also contains many springs and risings which increase the flows within theriver.The head of the West Okement catchment also contains Meldon reservoir, which is owned by a private watercompany which uses it to supply mains water. The flow in the river, downstream of the reservoir, is thereforevariable, dependant on the mains water demand in the area. Private water companies tend to use high altitudereservoirs such as Meldon as long term storage, as they supply water at a pressure which can feed the watermains in areas a considerable distance away.  Water is sometimes pumped at off peak rates from other lowlying regional reservoirs to higher altitude ones, as an assurance policy. This means that the flow in to the WestOkement below Meldon is highly artificial, and flows available don’t always follow the expected trajectory.
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FIGURE 10 WEST OKEMENT EXCLUDING THE MELDON RESERVOIR CATCHMENTFor this reason, it is prudent to model only the flows entering the West Okement downstream of the reservoir.The resulting catchment area is shown in Figure 10. A benefit of this approach is that the flow from thereservoir is always going to be at the compensation level set by the Environment Agency, and so there shouldalways be more water resource available than the model predicts.The same fall measurement methodology was used for this river as for the East Okement (see Figures 11 and12). The graph in 11 shows the loss of altitude of the river as it passes through the town. The total fall is 16metres over slightly over one kilometre, which is on average half that of the East Okement. The fall is not even,however.  The graph shows that the river is steeper towards the middle of the town, where it falls 11 metreswithin approximately a quarter of a kilometre. This represents a potentially very useful hydro resource.Clapps Mill Weir is located in this section.
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FIGURE 11 WEST OKEMENT MEASUREMENT POINTS

FIGURE 12 WEST OKEMENT FALL OVER DISTANCE
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4.1 CLAPPS MILL WEIROriginally, Clapps Mill must have been sizable, as it had two water wheels and five pairs of mill stones.  Laterthe site became a boot factory which installed a turbine in the 1900s. Although the Co-operative supermarketnow resides where the mill once stood, Clapps Mill Weir is still largely intact (13). The head of water whichjustified the original installation remains.If there was no historic weir in position, then it is not clear if the Environment Agency would allow one to beconstructed in this location now, so re-using the existing weir might be the only option. It is damaged in severalplaces, and so in need of some repair. The cost of this would be high, though far more economical than startingfrom scratch. The Environment Agency would need to be consulted before repairs began, and would no doubtrequire that a fish pass is installed as part of the work, to ease fish migration upstream.

FIGURE 13 CLAPPS MILL WEIRThe maximum drop over the weir is around one metre, which isn’t really suitable for hydropower.  However,the weir originally passed the water some distance to the mill via a leat, some of which still exists anddisappears under the Co-operative car park.  It is unclear if the original tunnel remains intact and silted up, orhas collapsed or has been filled in.  The tail race tunnel (Figure 14) can be seen in the river when standing bythe Lodge Bridge which is closer to the original mill location.If this site is to be redeveloped, the first requirement would be to establish whether:1. the original tunnel under the car park still exists, and can be brought back into use, or2. a new route can be found for water from the weir.  There appears to be a possible route through thewood owned by the Town Council.  This option would require any turbine to be installed on theopposite side from the original mill.
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FIGURE 14 CLAPPS MILL TAIL RACE
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4.2 RED-A-VEN BROOKThe Red-a-Ven brook, although small, has historically been used for hydropower, for mining and quarryingactivities. It is situated between a large open cast mine (quarry) and a reservoir. It also lies within a SSSI andthe Dartmoor National Park.

FIGURE 15 RED-A-VEN BROOK CATCHMENTThe catchment is relatively small but this is offset, to a degree, by the higher than average amount ofprecipitation from which the area benefits.The area was extensively mined for copper during the 19th century. The miners used energy from the Red-a-Ven brook to provide motive power. The water wheel pit is still clearly visible and a possible location for amodern turbine. The wheel would have been around 9 metres in diameter. Therefore, if the wheel pit wasreused for a modern turbine, 4.5 metres of head would be available. It would be relatively straightforward toinstall a turbine in the old wheel pit. Whether an allowance for migratory fish would have to be engineered into the system is unclear, as is whether migratory fish could swim up the 4 metre high waterfalls that separatethe brook from the West Okement.
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FIGURE 16 RED-A-VEN BROOK FIGURE 17 HEAD AVAILABLEIt would be possible to install a larger turbine if water was abstracted from the river further up the hillside,possibly by utilising the existing boulders as the inlet point where they form a natural weir.  The water couldthen be piped down the hillside to a turbine closer to the West Okement.  A head of 40 metres or more isachievable over a relatively short pipe run; such is the steepness of the river.A turbine located in the wheel pit utilising the 4.5m head would produce around 5kW of power, whereas aslightly more ambitious scheme utilising 40 metres of head would produce around 35kW of power with anannual generation of 130,000 kWh.Whilst the installation is feasible, getting the power to a consumer is less so.  The nearest commercialconsumers are South West Water, the quarry or a farm; all of them would be expensive to reach with cablingfrom the site of generation. For this reason, the site is unlikely to be worth pursing further.4.3 MELDON DAMMeldon reservoir is owned by South West Water (SWW), and has two turbines, one rated at 450kW andanother, for the reserve flow, rated at 30kW. Together, they produce 1.44 million kWh of electricity per year.At the start of the project it was hoped that an intermediate turbine in addition to the reserve flow from Meldonreservoir could be installed by the community. This opportunity appeared particularly promising because thesite has a robust grid connection, currently unused.  This would have been particularly attractive, becauseWestern Power Distribution has imposed widespread restrictions on the electricity network.    SWW haveconfirmed, however, that there is no headroom for further generation, which in any event, would not qualify forthe feed in tariff.  This means that there is no opportunity for community-owned generation at the dam.
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5. CONCLUSIONOkehampton benefits from high rainfall within the catchment of two rivers, and the fact that both fallsignificantly as they pass through the town. This fall has historically been exploited for hydropower, and thereis considerable potential to do so once more. This makes the town is unusual, in southern England.It may well be possible to obtain Environment Agency consent to develop one, and perhaps two, substantialmicro-hydro installations at historic sites.  Furthermore, several of the sites are close to businesses, and sothere is a good chance of identifying one or two which would be keen to buy the power generated.  Mill RoadWeir may well be suitable.The next step would be for members of the community group to visit businesses near potential sites, to identifypotential power purchasers, and their electricity usage.  After that, a full technical assessment can beundertaken, provided funding can be found, of the nearest two or three sites to them, which can be sized to suitdemand. That technical assessment should include these activities undertaken at low flows:1. a topological and geological survey of the river within the town,2. identifying the various tunnels feeding the river at low flows, and3. structural surveys of the weirs at low flows.There are also two small sites which provide a particular opportunity, because of the support of the site owner(in the case of the Okement Centre) or the water rights holder (in the case of the Town Mill).
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